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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the problems, definitions and re-
quirements that are important for the evaluation of onset
tracking systems for audio signals in PCM format. Dif-
ferent procedures and metrics for evaluation and parame-
trization are presented and commented. Overall, a com-
plete methodology for the evaluation of automatic onset
detection systems is proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing number of automatic onset tracking systems
in research as well as in commercial applications shows
the importance of such systems for the field of music in-
formation retrieval (MIR). Extracted onset information for
example can be used in applications for the detection of
tempo, beat locations, time signature, automatic transcrip-
tion, automatic alignment as well as the segmentation of
audio signals.

Unfortunately the evaluation results of automatic on-
set detection algorithms presented in various publications
are in most cases not comparable. According to Downie
[3], the differences in evaluation methods can be ascribed
to the lack of familiarity among members of the vari-
ous domains with traditional IR evaluation techniques, the
lack of standardized, multirepresentational test collections
and the lack of a standardized set of relevance judgements.

While the existence of standardized test collections is
at least partly limited by issues that cannot be easily over-
come, the intent of this paper is to summarize previous
efforts about onset detection evaluation and to propose a
complete evaluation methodology for audio onset detec-
tion systems to make the evaluation and results of such
systems more systematic and comparable.

Despite the fact that much research is being done in
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the field of onset detection, the evaluation part in most
publications is usually far less elaborate than the algorith-
mic description itself, and the problems of evaluating such
systems are addressed only partly. In many cases, only the
number of correct detections is reported, sometimes with
a short note of what the definition of a correct detection is.
The lack of information about the test procedure and the
test signals used makes it nearly impossible to estimate
the algorithm’s detection performance and to compare the
results with other onset detection publications. Only re-
cently the problem of proper evaluation got more in the
researcher’s focus. Leveau et al. [7] pointed out the dif-
ficulties of manual onset annotation for real-world audio
signals. In the context of MIREX [9], the Music Informa-
tion Retrieval Evaluation Exchange, some effort has been
made in proposing a standardized test environment for au-
dio onset detection systems.

The specific problems for the evaluation of audio onset
tracking systems can be summarized as:
• lack of proper definition of the term onset, i.e. it is

not completely clear what is detected by the system
and what is the required measurement accuracy

• lack of an adequate amount of test material due to the
effort and error-proneness of manual reference onset
annotation for the test files

• lack of standardized and critical test material, which
is required to make different results comparable

• lack of general evaluation metrics for the presenta-
tion of meaningful results

• lack of a generalized test procedure

The first sections of this paper deal with the definition of
onset and onset time and the human perception of onsets.
Thereafter, the requirements for the evaluation and test
signals are proposed.

2 DEFINITION OF ONSET

Usually, onsets are defined as the start of a (musical)
sound event, such as the beginning of a tone or the stroke
on a percussive instrument. The term onset is frequently
used as a synonym to onset time, but it should be more
correct to state that its time position (i.e. the onset time)
is one (most likely the main) property of the onset, while
an onset can have other properties, e.g. its strength.



2.1 About Onset Time

In most cases, the start of a musical sound is not an ex-
act point in time, but a time span called rise time or initial
transient time. This is basically the time from the first
instrument-induced measurable oscillation until either the
quasi-periodic state or a maximum amplitude is reached,
although there are other definitions. The rise time can
vary significantly between different musical instruments
resp. groups of instruments, e.g. from about 5ms for
some percussive instruments up to 200ms for woodwind
instruments like flute under certain circumstances [14].

Since the rise time is a time span and the onset time
is a point in time, what discrete point in time is then the
required onset time? Three different definitions of on-
set times can generally be distinguished as pointed out by
Repp [13]:

1. Note Onset Time (NOT): the time when the instru-
ment is triggered to make a sound. In the MIDI do-
main, the NOT is exactly the time of the Note-On
command. Note that depending on the instrument or
sound used, this is not necessarily the time when the
signal becomes audible or detectable.

2. Acoustic Onset Time (AOT): the first time when a sig-
nal or an acoustic event is measurable. Sometimes
the AOT is called Physical Onset Time.

3. Perceptual Onset Time (POT): the first time when
the event can be perceived by the listener. The POT
might also be distinguished from the Perceptual At-
tack Time (PAT), the time that is relevant for the
rhythmic perception of the sound [5]. While the PAT
might occur later than the POT, they will be equal in
many cases. For the sake of simplicity, there will be
no distinction between POT and PAT in the follow-
ing.

The POT never can occur before the AOT, which never
occurs before the NOT. Due to the ”perceptual” definition
of the POT, the exact location cannot be determined eas-
ily but has to be measured in a listening test. Gordon [5]
and Zwicker [15] found strong location drifts of the PAT
resp. POT depending on the waveform properties during
the rise time.

Given the three definitions above, the question arises
which of the three onset times should be assumed to be
the reference onset time for the evaluation of the onset de-
tection. Due to the symbolic nature of the NOT, it simply
cannot be measured from the audio signal. The choice
between AOT and POT might be application dependent;
assuming that musicians adapt their timing to their sound
perception and that most MIR-Systems are trying to ana-
lyze the perceptual audio content, the POT is most likely
the time that is wanted.

2.2 Time Resolution of Onset Perception

In order to estimate the required time accuracy of an onset
detection system, the human ability to exactly locate on-
set times and to distinguish succeeding onsets is of great
interest, since most algorithms are targeting to be at least
as accurate as the human perception.

Hirsh [6] found that temporal discrimination of two
succeeding onsets is possible if the onset time difference

is as little as 2ms. However, in order to determine the
order of the stimuli, their distance had to be about 20ms.
The measurements were done with synthetic signals with
short rise times.

Gordon [5] reports a standard deviation of 12ms for
the accuracy of onset times specified by test listeners,
using 16 real-world monophonic sounds of different in-
struments played in an indefinitely long loop pattern with
Inter-Onset-Intervals (IOIs) of 600ms. Friberg and Sund-
berg [4] undertook a similar experiment using tone stim-
uli. For IOIs smaller than 240ms, they reported a just no-
ticeable difference of about 10ms, and increasing values
for larger IOIs.

Repp [12] reported for the manual annotation of onset
times by one listener in the context of piano recordings
a mean absolute measurement error of about 4.3ms and
a maximum error of about 35ms. In a recent investiga-
tion, Leveau et al. [7] had three test subjects annotating
the onset times in audio files of various genres and instru-
mentations. The results showed a mean absolute measure-
ment error over all test data of about 10ms; for one piece
of classical music, the mean absolute measurement error
nearly reached 30ms.

Rasch [11] evaluated the onset time differences be-
tween instruments in three ensemble performances He
found synchronization deviations in a range between
30ms and 50ms between the (string and woodwind) in-
struments, while the mean onset time differences were in
the range of ±6ms. However, it is complicated to distin-
guish between the accuracy of measurement and perfor-
mance in this case.

It may be concluded that the measurement accuracy
highly depends on the used input data. The presented pub-
lications imply that a reasonable demand for the detection
accuracy of an automatic onset detection system cannot be
smaller than in a range of 5− 10ms and has to be as high
as 50ms for certain signals with music including many
instruments and/or instruments with long rise times.

3 EVALUATION PROCEDURE
When evaluating onset detection systems, the following
parameters could be taken into account:
• detection performance
• detection accuracy
• robustness for noisy and band limited input signals
• workload of the algorithm

For each of these parameters, the definition of meaningful
rating metrics with a predefined range, preferably between
0 and 1, is desirable. The type and amount of test signals
has to be specified to make results as comparable as pos-
sible.

3.1 Detection Performance

The detection performance is probably the most important
value for the evaluation of onset tracking. The extracted
onset times have to be compared with previously defined
reference onset times. Two possible errors can occur: no
onset is detected in the case of a reference onset (false
negative: FN), and an onset is detected where no refer-



ence onset is available (false positive: FP). Both of these
measurements assume the definition of a correct detec-
tion; usually, a correct detection is assumed to be within a
time window of 50ms around the reference onset time.

Before the evaluation itself is carried out, the parame-
ters of the onset detection should be adjusted for the de-
sired ”working point”. The relation OFN/OFP should be
near the value 1 if missed and additional onsets are consid-
ered to be equally bad. The so-called Receiver Operating
Curve (ROC) plots the number of the correct detections
with respect to the FPs, allowing an intuitive way of ad-
justing the desired reliability.

Several measurements of detection performance have
been proposed in the past. Cemgil et al. [1] proposed the
relation of the total number of detections Ot, the number
of FNs OFN and the total number of reference onsets Or

as a measure of detection performance:

qcemgil,1 =
Ot −OFN

Or
(1)

While this is a simple definition of the detection rate, it
does not take into account the falsely detected additional
onsets, and thus can result in misleading values in the case
of many FPs.

Liu et al. [8] proposed a similar value for the detection
rate, additionally taking into account the number of false
detections OFP :

qliu =
max(Ot, Or)− (OFN + OFP )

max(Ot, Or)
(2)

At least theoretically, the result can be negative, which is
not desirable for a detection rate measure that should be
in the range between 0 and 1.

For that reason, the proposed reliability measurement
is a simple measurement of relative error:

q =
Ot − (OFN + OFP )
Or + (OFN + OFP )

(3)

The resulting value has the desired range between 0 and
1. The number of missing detections has the same weight
as the number of false positives. In some contexts it might
be desirable to weight OFN and OFP by different val-
ues, because one of both is more important than the other.
In these cases, a scaling factor λ between 0 and 1 can be
introduced that weights the sum of missing and falsely de-
tected onsets: λ ·OFN + (1− λ) ·OFP . Then, however,
there is the possibility of negative output values as well.

A reliability measurement could also include the time
distance between reference and detected onset time. This
way, a detected onset would not only be weighted as cor-
rect or incorrect but would also be weighted with respect
to its correctness. An intuitive way to do so could be to
weight the distance dr,t between reference and detected
time with a window function W (d). Cemgil et al. [2]
proposed such a measure in the context of evaluation of
beat-tracking systems with a Gaussian window function
W (d) = exp(−d2/2σ2). Adapted to the onset tracking
evaluation problem it would look like:

qcemgil,2 =
∑

∀r max∀t W (dr,t)
(Or + Ot)/2

(4)

This measurement has again the limitation that it is not
able to correctly handle additional onsets.

3.2 Detection Accuracy

While the previous measurement evaluated the number of
correct and false detections within a relatively large tol-
erance window, the goal of this test is to give a detailed
overview of the timing accuracy of the evaluated algo-
rithm. The time difference dr,t between reference and
detected onset times is measured over all test files. The
distribution of the resulting time differences contains all
necessary data for timing evaluation; interesting values
are the mean value

dmean =
∑
∀r

dr,t, (5)

the standard deviation or a confidence interval

σd =

√
1

Or

∑
∀r

(dr,t − dmean)2, (6)

and the absolute maximum value of the deviation dmax =
max∀r dr,t.

Furthermore, a measure of statistical significance like
the p-value should be given to attest the reliability of the
results.

3.3 Robustness and Workload

The evaluation of robustness and workload of the algo-
rithm may be useful dependent on the target application
and are easy to carry out. The robustness against noise
and bandwidth limitations can be undertaken straight for-
ward using the test described in section 3.1, but with
added noise and/or low pass filtered test signals. Prop-
erties of noise and filter depend on the target application;
proposed properties are white Gaussian noise of −20dB
RMS power and a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
at 10kHz.

The evaluation of the workload produced by the pro-
posed onset detection algorithm may be of interest to esti-
mate the complexity and real-time capabilities of the sys-
tem. Since performance measurements can vary even be-
tween similar computer configurations, it may only give
a rough figure of the algorithms processing performance.
Workload measurements usually give the relation between
the required computation time tr and the overall length of
the tested audio data of the test data base tl by calculating
tr/tl with respect to the used processor.

4 TEST SIGNAL DATABASES
4.0.1 Detection Performance

The test signals to evaluate detection performance should
be preferably ”real world” signals such as signals from
CD with onset times annotated per hand. However, as
several publications (e.g. [12] and [7]) point out, the man-
ual annotation is a very time-consuming task. Therefore,
two alternatives for the generation of test sequences may
be considered; natural recordings with a symbolic trigger
like recordings of the Yamaha Disklavier and audio data
synthesized from symbolic data. In both cases, the sym-
bolic data is available e.g. in the MIDI-format, allowing



the easy automated extraction of NOTs. Given the rela-
tively broad range of the tolerance interval of 50ms, the
difference between NOT and POT can be neglected.

The test database should include the following signals
to make the evaluation as general as possible:
• various genres (pop, rock, symphonic, chamber mu-

sic, electronic, etc.)
• various instrumentations
• different tempi and complexity
• signals including noisy parts and various kinds of

tremolo and vibrato since many onset detection al-
gorithms are sensitive to these signal properties resp.
performance styles

As mentioned above, audio files with manually annotated
onset times are way more difficult to find. This is on the
one hand due to intellectual property issues, on the other
hand due to the time-consuming task of annotation. To
our best knowledge, the only publicly available database
for onset tracking evaluation with manually annotated on-
set times is published online by Leveau et al. [10] and
contains several audio files of different genres.

4.0.2 Detection Accuracy

To evaluate detection accuracy, it is desirable to have in-
put signals with a high correct detection rate. Furthermore
it should be avoided to use manually annotated reference
onset times because the annotation errors may influence
the result. Thus, test signals synthesized from MIDI sig-
nals should be used. To ensure a minimum influence of
the difference between NOT and POT and to ensure a high
detection rate, the usage of electronic signals with an easy
detectable rise/attack time of minimal length is suggested.

Files in MIDI-format are easily available online, partly
for free. The generation of test signals for the evaluation
of timing accuracy should therefore possible without too
much problems.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We summarized the general problems in evaluating on-
set tracking systems and defined the requirements for the
evaluation with respect to the required accuracy and the
test data. Evaluation metrics as well as a general test
procedure were proposed, with the goal to animate re-
searchers to publish more comparable evaluation results.
One of the main issues that remains to be accomplished
is the establishment of a large test database with manu-
ally annotated onset times that is available to the research
community.
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